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The Word from the
President

elcome to the third edition of Stable Approach, the new look NZALPA Quarterly
Magazine. As always there is a great deal going on in your union. Below is a
summary of some the issues that are at the top of the agenda at the moment.

Handheld Lasers: Effective Legislation Needed Urgently
The number of laser strikes on pilots operating into New Zealand airports continues to
Glen Kenny, NZALPA President
increase at an alarming rate. Because of this, the Ministry of Health is reviewing the current
legislation and in consultation with us and other stakeholders, the are considering introducing
regulations that will restrict the sale and importation of Class 3B (and higher powered) lasers.
Although this is a step in the right direction it will not address the large number of high powered handheld lasers that
are still in circulation around the country. Along these lines a private member’s bill, being advanced by Dr Cam Calder
MP, proposes to introduce legislation to make possession of a high powered handheld laser without a valid reason
illegal.
In Australia, where similar legislation has been introduced, there has been a 95% reduction in the number of laser
strike incidents on aircraft so there is no doubt that introducing regulations along these lines will be very effective in
helping address this threat.
As fate would have it this bill has been drawn from the ballot and will come up for debate early this year. We have
thrown our support behind this bill and are now in the process of lobbying both sides of the House to ensure the Bill’s
passage through parliament is ultimately successful.
Industrial Landscape
Last year was without a doubt our busiest ever in terms of industrial activity. During the course of the year we settled
the following CEA’s: Airways Corporation, Air Nelson, Air NZ, Canterbury Aero Club, Eagle Air, Helicopters NZ, Massey
University and Mt Cook Airlines.
With the negotiations for those CEA’s completed the focus is on bringing the Airwork, CTC, Qantas NZ group of
companies (Jetstar & Jetconnect) and Virgin Australia NZ CEA’s to a successful conclusion.
Dealing with companies with HQ’s in Australia has been problematic at best and is one of the challenges when
dealing with Trans National Airline (TNA) company groups like Qantas and Virgin Australia. A common theme which is
frustrating in particular in these TNA negotiations is “the gap” in both conditions and pay that is being offered on this
side of the Tasman Sea compared to our Australian counterparts. If the expectation from these Australian companies
is for a loyal and engaged workforce here in NZ then surely a good first step would be to present a more equitable offer
in their CEA negotiations.
Equity is certainly what NZALPA has been seeking in the TNA negotiations so hopefully both Qantas & Virgin Australia
will consider these claims in good faith as they represent a cornerstone expectation for the NZALPA members working
for these companies.
New Election Structure
As a result of the rule changes recently passed by ballot most of the representative elections will be run in a very
different manner to the way they have been conducted in the past.
The most visible change will be that for the first time you will have the opportunity to vote directly for your council
members rather than the indirect branch election process of previous years. The other notable change will be the term
which will be for two years.
NZALPA Needs You
Since we are on the subject of elections it seems opportune to put in a plug to encourage you to get more involved
in your union by taking on an elected representative position. No matter what your bent, be it industrial, technical or
medical and welfare, there is a role that NZALPA could use you in. When the nominations come out for the upcoming
election year seriously consider putting your hand up. I can promise you that you’ll never find it boring.
That’s all from me, enjoy the third edition of Stable Approach.
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NZALPA
in the Media
“The Voice of New Zealand’s Pilots and Air Traffic Controllers”
The past few weeks have been relatively quiet on the media front. In December, NZALPA Technical Director Stu
Julian appeared on One News and made comment regarding the dangers of Remote Piloted Aircraft (RPAs) or as
they are commonly known UAVs. There is a requirement to develop proactive and reactive strategies to address
the day to day issues that arise in aviation - work is always continuing on this front.
As Glen has outlined in his article on the previous page, laser strikes continue to increase in frequency and
legislation to address them is urgently required. We were recently advised that a laser strike occurred at Auckland
while the jet aircraft was at or below 500’ on final; this is a significant safety risk. Lasers have become a key public
safety issue for the Association.
Later this month we will up the ante as sentencing will occur on Feb 21 for the two youth found guilty of shining
a laser at the police helicopter; they were found guilty after a four day jury trial in November 2012. We will use
this opportunity to reinforce our position and continue to highlight the dangers of lasers. Very shortly legislation
to address the possession of handheld lasers will be put before Parliament – work continues behind the scenes to
ensure the proposed legislation is introduced in a prompt and robust manner. For more information, refer to the
article on Laser Strikes on page 6.
Mark Wardle, Communications Advisor

NZALPA Staff Departures
NZALPA is seeking replacements for two NZALPA staff members who have departed over the past 2 months;
replacement staff are expected to start in March and April after a recruitment drive is undertaken.

Ross Gillespie - Technical Officer
Ross Gillespie joined NZALPA in early 2009 as Technical Officer after a 36 year career with Air NZ. Ross has been
integral in delivering countless successes on behalf of members including assisting in the defense of a Pacific Blue
captain in the ZQN court case, the re-introduction of Taxiway Alpha at NZAA and many other technical projects.

Tom Buckley - General Aviation Organiser
Tom Buckley joined NZALPA in late 2011 to act as the inaugural General Aviation Organiser, primarily acting as a
facilitator between the Association and the GA membership. Tom has made a real impact to the General Aviation
market, increasing the membership numbers and securing CEA’s for the Canterbury Aero Club, Massey University,
and Helicopters NZ pilots.
We wish Tom and Ross all the best for the future.

GREAT RATE AT AUCKLAND AIRPORT HOTEL
Members can stay at the Ibis Budget Hotel at 2 Leonard Isitt Drive,
Auckland Airport at a discounted rate. The complex has become
a popular place for members to stay, especially for commuters,
because of its location. It is within easy walking distance of the
Terminals, Simulator and close to the Cage.
Members can obtain a discount
with Serengeti Sunglasses by visiting
the NZALPA website, printing off an
order form and sending if off.
Don’t forget to include a copy of
your NZALPA ID to get the discount.
http://www.nzalpa.org.nz/
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Please note that conditions apply - see the NZALPA website for
more information.

From Your Councils
Air Nelson Pilots’ Council
The Council last met on 28 November 2012, and will meet again on 13 February. We are still seeking more members
for the Council, particularly First Officers, to ensure we reflect all of our members’ wishes. If you are planning to stay
with Air Nelson for the long term, get involved and help improve our terms and conditions of employment, whether
from an industrial , technical or welfare point of view.
Remember that our working conditions are only as good as they are thanks to the efforts of previous Air Nelson pilots
- now is your chance to do your bit. For those of you looking to move on - remember it sometimes takes longer than
you think, so it could be in your interest to get involved now. It will also look good on your CV!
We are getting many new pilots in the company. Welcome to you all. We are sure you will enjoy your flying with Air
Nelson and will help to maintain the professional and friendly approach which characterises the company.
Contract Management Group (CMG)
Since the ratification of the Collective Employment Agreement and introduction of the roster optimiser, the CMG
has received increasing pilot feedback. The CMG will be meeting with the Company on 21 Feb to discuss any noncompliance issues, review the published roster and comment on roster development in order to continuously improve
rostering for pilots.
There has been some changes to the NZALPA CMG team - Tony McKevitt (Tauranga First Officer) will continue, and
will attend meetings along with Murray Clark (Tauranga Captain). Shane Thomas (Christchurch Captain, and Air Nelson
Council Admin Head) will provide back up and will be attending the NZALPA CMG prep day, which occurs the day before
the CMG meeting with the company. As usual, Dawn Handforth (NZALPA Legal Officer) will be attending both days.
We would like to thank the previous members of the CMG for their hard work. We are still looking for another person
to join the CMG to ensure that we have sufficient cover when rostering precludes some individuals from attending
meetings. Again, if you are interested, contact the Air Nelson Council.
Flight Pay Working Group (FPWG)
As part of the terms of settlement of our collective agreement, we are investigating the implementation of a
Flight Pay incentive scheme at Air Nelson. The NZALPA Air Nelson representatives on the FPWG are Graham Holley
(Napier Captain), Dawn Handforth and Nigel Keane (NZALPA subject matter expert on flight pay schemes). Air Nelson
is represented by acting General Manager Darin Stringer, Paul Keating and Myles Perry (who are both Air NZ Ops/
Rostering Resourcing specialists), plus the Air Nelson HR Manager. The Council will be kept up to date on the progress
of the FPWG. To date, three meetings have been convened and the focus has been on the capture of data necessary to
inform the analysis. Our representatives are very happy with progress to date. Dawn Handforth will be attending our
Council meetings to brief us on CMG and FPWG matters.

Mount Cook Pilots’ Council
Mt Cook Airlines continues to grow, currently operating 13 aircraft with an expected number of 15 by the end of
2013. The impact of the new aircraft acquisitions and operational requirements has led the Company to a decision
of establishing an Auckland Base, with 4 aircraft being based here from the middle of 2013 and a gradual increase to
where there is an expected Auckland Based Pilot group of approximately 30-32 over the next 12 to 15 months. This
will also mean that training will continue at a pretty fast pace. Council representatives met with the Company on 8
February regarding the implementation of the proposed Auckland Base.
Another pressing issue that is being followed through by your Council is the Electronic Rostering Optimiser which has
been rolled out to all the Air NZ Link operations. The message from all pilot groups is that they are unhappy with this
system so we are identifying and checking its compliance with our contract. The roster request system that has been
operating in Mt Cook has distinct advantages which we intend to pursue.
In spite of the growth our pilot membership numbers remain static; please encourage new pilots to join NZALPA as
it is in everyone’s interest.

NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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Cockpit Illumination of Cockpits
(Laser Strikes)

By Glen Kenny, NZALPA President

Laser strikes are on the up and NZALPA believes action must be taken soon or a serious incident or accident may
occur. This is an update on the state of lasers in New Zealand and what NZALPA is doing to protect New Zealand’s
aviation professionals.
The laser illumination of aircraft cockpits has become all too common around New Zealand airports with Auckland
Airport reporting up to four laser events in one evening. At best, laser strikes are
a distraction and at worst they can cause temporary blindness, or even permanent “A green flash of light hits
eye damage. The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) recorded approximately 100 laser the aircraft cockpit like an
strikes on aircraft during 2011 and this year more than 80 can be accounted for extremely bright camera
throughout the country. It is without answer as to why these people want to point flash, followed by blindness
a laser at any form of public transport.
that continues until the
With Class 3 lasers readily available in New Zealand for as little as $20.00, the afterimage fades…this is
Ministry of Health is undertaking a review of lasers and has recently published a flash blindness caused by
consultation document outlining proposed options for new government controls laser illumination of an
on high power hand-held laser pointers. NZALPA has written to the Minister of aircraft cockpit”
Transport on this issue and has lodged a submission to the Ministry of Health
through the consultation process. We need to ensure that this results in some positive guidance to the Government by
highlighting that legislation is urgently required on restricting the importation, sales, and/or possession of hand held
laser devices.
Stable Approach: ALPA Quarterly
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Court Action
One of the more publicised court appearances in regard to laser offending occurred in late September 2012 when a
19 year old was sentenced to four and a half months home detention. This was in relation to his actions on the evening
of 26 January 2012 when he inflicted laser strikes on three commercial aircraft on approach to Auckland Airport,
and then again on the Police Eagle Helicopter which had arrived in response to the attacks. He pleaded guilty in the
Manukau District Court in July 2012 to four charges of endangering aircraft under the Civil Aviation Act.
During sentencing, Judge Blackie publicly stated “the Court is surprised that such instruments are available to be
bought and sold without any form of control, licensing or restriction”. Post-sentencing, NZALPA President Glen Kenny
told media “the sentence handed down today has sent a clear message; pointing lasers at aircraft is not acceptable.”
This was just one court case of three being heard this year for such acts in New Zealand.
The two other court cases include:
• On 5 November 2012 two teenagers were found guilty in the Auckland District Court after a four day jury trial for a
laser strike on the police helicopter – they had previously pleaded not guilty. Sentencing is set for 21 Feb.
• On 28 November 2012 another teenager appeared in the Auckland District Court on similar charges, again for laser
striking the Police helicopter and it is understood that although a guilty plea has been entered, the defence is in dispute
of the facts. The teenager was discharged without conviction after making a $1000 donation to the Westpac Rescue
Helicopter Trust.
The Danger
As aviation professionals, the dangers of lasers is clear, but what the public need to be educated about is that when
an aircraft is low, they are at a critical phase of flight, on approach to the runway and close to landing, it is therefore
extremely dangerous to point a laser as the pilot at this point is often flying visually. In early 2013, NZALPA was made
aware of a laser strike on an aircraft at or around 500’ on final to Auckland Airport. This is a significant safety issue and
concerns us that the attack occurred so close to landing. We will continue to publicly highlight the dangers.
Listed below are the three main effects of laser illumination of aircraft cockpits:
Temporary flashblindness: is a condition which leads to a pilot being unable to see temporarily – an after image is
usually experienced which gradually subsides at which point eyesight is restored.
Glare and disruption: is where a pilot cannot see past the light glare, until the light ceases. The glare can be bright
enough to disrupt normal vision.
Distraction: The pilot is distracted by the steady or flashing laser light. Laser light is significantly brighter than other
night time light sources such as streetlights, runway lights, car headlights, etc.
Classification of Lasers
There are many types of lasers and they are classified in to five different groups according to their ability to damage
eye or skin as listed by the US Centre for Devices and Radiological Health. These classes are:
Class 1: Power level of less than 0.39 mW. These have no capability for eye or skin damage. Examples of Class I
lasers include CD players or laser printers.
Class 2: Power level of less than 1 mW. These are safe for momentary exposure, but prolonged exposure (over 10
seconds) may cause eye damage. Will not cause skin damage. Examples of Class II lasers include low powered laser
pointers.
Class 3R: Power level of less than 5 mW. These are safe for momentary exposure, but prolonged exposure (over 10
seconds) may cause eye damage. Will not cause skin damage. Examples of Class IIIa lasers include most laser pointer
devices.
Class 3b: Power level of less than 500 mW. Momentary exposure may cause eye damage. Will not cause skin
damage. Most higher powered laser pointers fall into Class IIIb.
Class 4: Power level of more than 500 mW. Momentary exposure will cause eye and skin damage. May cause eye
and skin damage even from a reflected beam. Most outdoor, military and industrial lasers belong to Class IV.

NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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Advice for Crew
Should you be flying (or flight path monitoring) and you experience a laser strike, the NZALPA Technical Team
recommends you follow these basic steps:
• Look away from the laser beam and shield your eyes if possible.
• Determine if other crew members are also exposed. If not, consider handing over the control of the aircraft to the
non exposed crewmember.
• Engage the autopilot.
• Turn up the cockpit lights to minimize any further illumination effects.
• Advise ATC as soon as possible and if able, give location and direction of the laser beam.
• Avoid rubbing of eyes (risk of inducing a corneal abrasion).
• Fill in an Air Safety Report and or Occurrence Report.
• If any visual symptoms persist after landing, get an ophthalmologic examination.
A laser strike video has been produced by the US Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) and can be viewed via the NZALPA
website: http://www.nzalpa.org.nz/NewsMedia/LaserStrikes.aspx.
International Situation
In the US, harsh penalties have been handed down to offenders, including jail terms in more recent instances, but
this has yet to act as an effective deterrent - the statistics do not paint a positive picture. The United States Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is estimating 3,700 laser strikes will occur in the US in 2012, up from 283 in 2005 – they
have declared laser strikes “an epidemic.”
In Australia the situation wasn’t pretty either and in 2008 the Government brought in changes which banned the
importation of lasers which emit a beam stronger than 1mW. Later that year, and fed up with laser strikes at Sydney
Airport, New South Wales became the first Australian state to reclassify handheld lasers as weapons - they now sit
in a weapons category alongside crossbows and cannot be freely purchased. An exemption is available for legitimate
commercial use but only after having completed an application and received a license from the Australian Police. These
measures have resulted in a decrease in reported laser strikes on aircraft of approximately 95%.
NZALPA view
The core of this issue is about protecting the general public from a senseless act that could one day have fatal
consequences whether that is an aircraft, or another form of public transport. NZALPA is committed to working with
the aviation industry, Police, the Government and the Civil Aviation Authority to develop solutions to mitigate this
threat.
NZALPA believes removing access to Class 3 lasers by way of regulation is a first step to addressing the laser issue
and advocates for New Zealand to follow New South Wales’ 2008 legislation and reclassify any laser over Class 3 as a
weapon.
In Auckland, a direct communication link has been set up between the Auckland Airport Tower and the Police Eagle
helicopter in an effort to apprehend laser offenders, a system which in part contributed to the successful conviction of
the Auckland teenager mentioned earlier in this article. However, neither Wellington nor Christchurch have the benefit
of a dedicated Police Eagle helicopter, and when one considers the location of Wellington Airport being surrounded by
hills, a far more serious laser attack on an aircraft there is not out of the question. The statistics also show that regional
airports are not immune to these threats either with increasing strikes occurring at Blenheim and Hamilton airports.
Please visit our website via the above link and watch the laser strike video, it will provide you with some useful tips
should you ever experience one of these senseless acts.
It goes without saying; no type of laser should ever be pointed at any person, vehicle or any form of public transport
at any time and they should only ever be used in the manner described by the manufacturer’s documentation.
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Aviation News in Brief
Boeing 787 Dreamliner Grounded
On 16 January 2013, the US Federal Aviation Authority grounded the Boeing 787 Dreamliner after two incidents
involving a battery fire and a battery leak in the lithium ion batteries on two 787s - the two incident planes are flown
by All Nippon and Japan Airlines. Other nations followed suit which has resulted in a worldwide grounding.
Deborah Hersman, chairperson for the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) told media in early February
“the investigation shows the fire started with multiple short-circuits in one of the battery’s eight cells. That created
an uncontrolled chemical reaction known as “thermal runaway,” which is characterized by progressively hotter
temperatures. That spread the short-circuiting to the rest of the cells and caused the fire.”
The NTSB is advocating for a re-evaluation of the 787 battery safety approval which could require Boeing to go
through a re-certification process for the lithium ion battery. FAA Administrator Michael Huerta has ordered a review
of the 787’s design, certification, manufacture and assembly; a review which is still underway. Mr Huerta said “The
leading experts in this field are working to understand what happened and how we can safely get these aircraft back
into service.”
Aviation experts are commentating that the re-entry of the Dreamliner could be a long and drawn out process with
John Goglia, a former NTSB board member stating “Certifications aren’t exactly painless and quick. It could be a big,
drawn-out thing.”
- Summary sourced from Bloomberg News

Critical Incident Response Programme

T

he Critical Incident Response Programme (CIRP) is one of NZALPA’s many support tools for its members.
Critical incidents come in many forms and can be described as any event that causes unusually strong emotional
reactions that have the potential to interfere with your ability to function normally.

The purpose of the NZALPA CIRP is to:

• Ensure that members are aware of the programme we operate to mitigate critical events.
• Provide peer support for pilots and air traffic controllers.
• Lessen the psychological impact that distressing accidents, incidents and events have on members.
• Accelerate normal recovery from those events before harmful stress reactions damage job performance, careers,
families and health.
Last year the CIRP ran a training day for its Peer Support Volunteers (PSVs). These are the peer members who are
trained in making contact with members after an event when this help is most needed.
A highlight of the training day was a presentation from Clinical Advisory Services Aotearoa on suicide prevention.
Suicide and self harming is an all pervasive issue touching the lives of many of our members. A number of common
fallacies were discussed and an introduction to the ‘QPR’ approach was given.
Does talking about suicide increase the likelihood of a susceptible person completing a suicide? Once someone has
made up their mind to complete a suicide is it pointless trying to persuade them to stop?
Contrary to popular belief, the answer to both these questions is NO!
QPR is the ‘CPR’ of suicide prevention. It stands for Question, Persuade, Refer.
The PSV team will be carrying out further QPR training in the upcoming months and will be available to provide
advice and assistance to members.
If there are any questions to do with the CIRP programme please contact me at: herwinnzalpa@gmail.com
Herwin Bongers
CIRP Coordinator

NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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The Jim Collins Memorial Award for
Exceptional Contribution to Aviation
Safety 2013

N

ominations are now being sought for one of New Zealand’s premier Aviation Safety Awards—the Jim Collins
Memorial Award. The New Zealand Airline Pilots’ Association (NZALPA), which administers the Jim Collins
Memorial Award, in association with the family of the late Jim Collins, is now calling for nominations to be
submitted by members of the aviation community and the public for likely recipients (individuals or groups) who, in
the view of the trustees:
• have uniquely advanced the cause of safety in the air in New Zealand; or
• have carried out detailed technical work which, in itself, enhances the cause of aviation safety in New Zealand; or
• have performed an outstanding act in a safety context which, in the opinion of the trustees, merits acknowledgement
by presentation of the Award.
The Jim Collins Memorial Award was established in 1991 in memory of Captain Jim Collins and the crew of Air New
Zealand flight TE901. It is the premier award of NZALPA and consists of a trophy engraved with a map of Antarctica
upon which is marked the actual and expected flight tracks of TE901. A miniature of the trophy is also presented to the
recipient to keep.
This prestigious award will be presented to the recipient at the NZALPA Annual Conference dinner on Wednesday 19
June 2013.
Some of the past recipients of the Jim Collins Memorial Award have included:
• The Christchurch air traffic controllers for their
professionalism and courage while on duty at the
time when a 6.3 magnitude earthquake struck on
22nd February 2011. Whilst havoc reigned in the
Christchurch region, the Christchurch controllers
just ‘got on with it’ and recommenced operations
after only a short period.
• Christchurch International Airport received
the award for their exceptional work in refining
emergency responses and in particular for
developing a swift and effective communication
system to all aviation decision-makers at the airport
throughout the ongoing period of earthquakes.
• The Honourable Justice Mahon (posthumously)
for his dedication to the task of presiding over the
Royal Commission of Enquiry into the loss of TE901
to Mt Erebus.
• Mr Peter Clements, retired Mt Cook Airlines captain, for production of Civil Aviation safety videos for general
distribution and safety seminar organisers.
• Air New Zealand, for an outstanding investigation into the causes of an incident during an instrument approach
into Apia, Samoa. Air New Zealand’s investigation processes focused strictly on “causation” to ensure the full story was
revealed. An investigation video titled NZ60—A Free Lesson was produced and distributed throughout the aviation
world.
All nominations should give details of the name or names of likely recipients, together with full details of their
“Exceptional Contribution to Aviation Safety”.
All nominations should be addressed to: The Trustees, The Jim Collins Memorial Award, C/- The President, New
Zealand Air Line Pilots’ Association, P.O. Box 53183, Auckland Airport
Nominations close on 31 March 2013.
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Flight Instructing in NZ:
The profession comes of age in NZ

I

n March 2011, the Secretary General of the International Civil Aviation Organisation, Raymond Benjamin, said that
there could be a global shortage of 160,000 pilots over the next 20 years. He went on to say that “Our challenge is
that we do not currently have enough capacity worldwide to train all of the hundreds of thousands of people needed
to fill those positions.”
Boeing recently forecast that they believed that there would need to be 460,000 pilots between now and 2031 and
raised safety concerns that airlines will hire lower calibre pilots as they struggle to fill slots. More locally, the New
Zealand aviation industry is forecasted to increase revenue to $15 billion by 2015 from an estimated $9.7 billion in
revenue in 2009. It is a statement of fact, that pilots are an essential cornerstone of the aviation industry and pilots
require an investment of time and money to meet the vigorous standards of the industry. Ensuring that there are
enough pilots within the industry over the years to come and to ensure that they meet the professional standards
required of them is critical to the long term growth of the industry. Is the New Zealand industry ready to take on this
challenge and meet the demand?
Being a pilot is a vocation that appeals to many people when it comes to choosing a profession. Historically, if you
wanted to become a pilot in New Zealand you had two options, joining the defence force or self-funding through an
aero-club. For those that opted to self-fund the training was long and expensive. Once training was completed initially,
employment opportunities were poorly rewarded. However in 1998, the New Zealand government changed the rules
and enabled access to student loans to cover the costs of pilot training, including in-flight costs. This decision changed
the landscape of how pilots trained in New Zealand. Access to the student loan scheme made it possible for successful
candidates to train and often completing higher qualifications and licences than had previously been available. New
Zealand is one of a handful of countries that undertook this approach and in the course of the last 14 years has
developed the infrastructure required to support pilot training as a professional industry.
In the normal career progression of a fixed wing pilot, it remains the norm that their first job will be training new
pilots as a flight instructor. Historically, this would be with an aero club and the instructor would be working for a
retainer or paid for flight hours only, cleaning aircraft and sweeping hangars in their downtime. Newly graduated pilots
took on these jobs because to be paid at all was seen as a privilege and so long as they are able to fly it was considered
a pathway to better and greater things. These long term goals meant that instructors were often paid less than the
legislated minimum wage. Because of this there are a number of operators who try to carry on this practice however
it is increasingly considered unacceptable by pilot community.
NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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By 2007 there were 366 trainee pilots in New Zealand. This marked a significant increase from before the introduction
of student loans to include in-flight costs. This trend can also be seen in the increase in the current Commercial
Pilots Licence (CPL) holders registered with NZ Civil Aviation Authority, which reported a 21% increase of CPL Pilots
from 2004/05 to 2010/11. The development of this training infrastructure for domestic purposes, has resulted in
New Zealand becoming an ideal destination for international students. New Zealand flight training providers have
offered appealing packages to international trainee pilots and access to the internationally respected NZ pilot licences.
Consequently as an international destination for flight training New Zealand has seen marked growth. In 2004, 122
non New Zealand nationals were issued a CPL; by 2009 this had increased to 255. CTC Aviation reported record
numbers of candidates attending an open day in Hamilton in September 2012 and is currently training 200 cadets to
become air line pilots – a majority of whom are international students.
In 2009 the flight training industry was recorded to have 700 employees and was generating $53 million in revenue.
Conservative estimates published in the “New Horizons: Report on New Zealand Aviation Industry” that same year
suggested that on a conservative forecast revenue growth the flight training industry would create an annual revenue
of $73.3 million by 2015. Since this report the flight training industry has been faced with some challenges such as the
government announcement that the student loan funding would be reduced, the high NZ dollar and the Christchurch
Earthquake. Despite these challenges in July 2012 the Angus and Associates Report “Aviation Sector Survey” produced
for ATTTO surveyed employers asking respondents how workforce requirements are expected to alter over the next
three years. Respondents to the survey indicated that the flight training sector was expected to see a 1% increase in
employment through the sector despite these challenges. Both domestically and internationally the demand for pilots
remains and New Zealand has developed an industry that provides a world class service that is able to weather the
turbulence of the aviation industry.
The key to continuing to provide this high standard relies on maintaining the quality of the trainers. A number of
flight training providers have recognised the need to retain experience and skill. The Angus and Associates Report
acknowledged that 31% of respondents believed it would be “A lot more difficult” to retain flight instructors and 38%
said it would be “A lot more difficult” to attract flight instructors. Earlier this year CTC Aviation, based in Hamilton,
released an incentive package aimed to attract and retain flight instructors to their operation. In late 2011, Massey
School of Aviation decided to significantly increase the salaries of instructors progressively over a 3 year period. Within
the remuneration framework offered by Massey they recognise both experience and qualifications. For example,
by 2014 a “B” Cat/MEIR qualified instructor will start on a base salary of $44,905 per annum and enjoy annualised
salary progression over 10 years to $59,875 per annum. Both of these organisations have shown their commitment
to tackling the development of the flight training sector as a professional industry. These moves by CTC Aviation and
Massey School of Aviation are indicative of the changes in the flight training profession towards a sustainable industry
that can take advantage of the international market.

There will certainly be challenges in capturing the opportunities of growth in flight training. For the flight training
industry to flourish, providers need to make the most of the experience and the infrastructure that has been built over
the last 14 years. There are opportunities and benefits in attracting and retaining the experienced instructors. To make
the most of these, it is critical to ensure that the New Zealand industry continues to be appealing in the international
market. This is an opportunity that should not be missed.
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Reproduced with permission
from the ALPL (Association
Luxembourgeois des Pilots de
Ligne).
This article appeared in the
September 2012 ALPL pilot
newsletter.
By Dr Michelle Millar, FRMS Subject Matter Expert

This is the second of a series of interviews featuring renowned FRMS experts. We are
pleased that Dr. Michelle Millar, Technical Officer Human Performance at ICAO, answers
our questions to provide a view of FRMS from a scientist’s perspective.
Your biography shows an in-depth understanding of the sleep and fatigue topic, could one say that you are
passionate about FRMS? If so, in time, what contribution do you hope to see FRMS ultimately make toward
Aviation?
You could definitely describe me as passionate about the benefits of FRMS. I believe that FRMS offers operators a
chance to work smarter, not harder, and at the same time increase safety margins. And plenty of operators are seeing
FRMS in the same light, judging by the level of enthusiasm I see from industry. Because the cornerstone of a FRMS
approach is an effective safety reporting system, I believe that the progressive implementation of FRMSs will ultimately
impact on an operator’s overall ability to proactively manage all of their safety risks. So, I think that FRMS will not just
improve how we manage fatigue-related risks in aviation but that FRMS will speed up the evolution of SMS as well,
with mutual benefits to both systems. Certainly, FRMS means that regulators and operators are going to become more
and more familiar with risk-based regulations and oversight.
Many of our colleagues have not heard much about FRMS before or only in general terms, how would you
complete the following sentences: FRMS is... and FRMS is NOT...
FRMS is a data driven means of continuously monitoring and managing fatigue-related safety risk based upon scientific
principles and knowledge as well as operational experience that aims to ensure relevant personnel are performing at
NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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adequate levels of alertness. FRMS is NOT a means for allowing operators to fly for as long as they want.
The recently released FRMS Implementation Guide for Operators was a collaborative effort between ICAO, IFALPA
and IATA. At the operational level, how important is the direct involvement pilot representatives?
Pilots and cabin crew will provide the data that will fuel the FRMS. So, pilot involvement - and their trust in the way
that their data will be managed and acted upon - is imperative. Direct involvement of a pilot representative on the
Fatigue Safety Action Group will do much to foster such trust. And while science provides the guiding principles and
directs the measurement of fatigue, an FRMS needs to have research findings considered in the light of comprehensive
operational experience in order to help identify workable and relevant strategies for use in the FRMS. Who better
than informed and respected line pilots and cabin crew members to contribute to the development of appropriate
mitigation strategies, training programmes and reporting processes?
The collaboration on the FRMS Implementation Guide for Operators was by design. For an FRMS to be effective,
all stakeholders need to be able to work together to maximise the potential benefits. All need to recognise the risks
related to fatigue and be committed to managing them appropriately. Pilots have the professional responsibility to
report for duty adequately rested, and to identify when they are unable to do so. The operator has the responsibility
to manage its fatigue-related risks and to provide schedules that allow adequate sleep opportunities. The regulator is
responsible for ensuring that the operator and the pilots are properly executing their responsibilities. There is no place
for labour negotiations or industrial actions within an FRMS. A regulator needs to prevent this sort of thing happening
under the auspices of a FRMS. Without a clear acceptance of these responsibilities, a FRMS will not be effective.
Will FRMS become a requirement in the future for Airline Operators like SMS is today?
I don’t believe so. Not every operator needs an FRMS and not all States are in a position to provide the necessary
oversight.
How does FRMS relate to SMS?
FRMS uses the same framework as Safety Management Systems (SMS), but focuses on risks related specifically to
fatigue. Both systems have four components, first: Policy and documentation; second: Risk management processes;
third Safety assurance processes; and fourth: Safety promotion processes. If an operator has an accepted SMS, it
will already have many of the fundamental processes in place on which to base and develop their FRMS. The two
systems are very complementary and an FRMS needs to inform an operator’s SMS so that resources are distributed
appropriately and the management of overall risks can be monitored, e.g. assessing whether a specific mitigation for a
fatigue-related risk results in other unintended safety consequences in the organisation. This is why ICAO has included
a recommendation that an operator’s FRMS be integrated with its SMS.
However, FRMS is an optional risk management system, which allows an operator to move away from prescriptive
flight and duty limitations. SMS, on the other hand, is a mandatory risk management system necessitating the operator
to manage their safety risks in general within the constraints of prescriptive limitations. And we all know that the
majority of operators’ SMSs varies widely throughout the world. Therefore, a FRMS has very specific requirements
for the management of fatigue-related risks that exceed what would be expected of an operator using their SMS to
manage fatigue-related risks. Further, a SMS and a FRMS require separate approvals. Having an approved SMS does
not mean that an operator automatically has an approved FRMS. So, a FRMS is not simply a function of a SMS. Maybe
one day, expectations of SMS will evolve to incorporate the requirements of a FRMS, but we are not at that stage now,
and I don’t see that happening in the near future.
It is understandable that often Operators see commercial benefits, which could come if granted permission
to deviate from prescriptive FTLs. What, if any, are the drawbacks to FRMS when seeking primarily operational
flexibility?
A FRMS is about working smarter, not about working harder. It allows for innovative operational strategies and
reorganisation of schedules that result in both safety and flexibility benefits. Initially, an operator is likely to want to
develop a FRMS when they want to undertake a pairing or schedule that does not fit within the constraints of their
FTLs. However, to do so, they will need to use their FRMS to provide evidence that their scheduling and mitigation
strategies achieve an acceptable level of safety, through scientific evidence,
data collection and analysis. Committing to a FRMS means that an operator is buying in to the idea of responding
appropriately to what their data tells them. And their data may, in some instances, tell an operator that more stringent
limitations or further mitigations are necessary than they had planned or even than what is prescribed by regulation.
So, a FRMS is not about the operator identifying what it would like to do and then providing a means to justify the
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operational preference. It’s about ensuring that what the operator would like to do is, and continues to be, safe.
An operator aiming only for increased operational flexibility without being able to provide evidence that safety
margins are acceptable does not have a FRMS.
What is a realistic time frame to develop a functional FRMS program within an airline assuming full buy-in from
the Regulator, Operator and Labour? Who should lead this effort?
Full buy-in from the regulator, operator and the pilots themselves is a great start, and it assumes that they have each
informed themselves enough about FRMS to buy into the approach. However, the people who will actually have to get
their hands dirty and implement an FRMS, the Fatigue Safety Action Group, will probably need to educate themselves
further as operational SMEs (Editors Note: Subject Matter Expert), as will the regulatory inspectors responsible for
providing oversight.
The time needed to develop a functional FRMS will largely depend on the size and complexity of the organisation,
whether there is a pre-existing mature SMS in place, and the intended scope of the FRMS as well as the level of fatigue
risk it plans to address. A FRMS cannot be written for an operator by a consultant in a week. A FRMS has to be owned
and understood by the people who will be using it. And a fully functioning FRMS means a well-educated workforce, one
that is comfortable reporting fatigue-related risks and providing data. Developing the trust to do this may take some
time. My advice to any operator wanting to develop a FRMS is to limit its initial scope to a very precise focus, e.g. one
particular pairing or route. Once you have all the processes working properly, and you’ve built up some confidence and
experience, you can then look to expanding the FRMS’s scope.
What is ICAO’s role in supporting FRMS development?
FRMS requires performance-based regulations and this is a real challenge for States. We needed to provide FRMS
Standards and guidance for a consistent understanding of the requirements for oversight, and implementation of
a FRMS to maintain a level playing field for the industry. ICAO will continue to update our documentation as our
experience with FRMS grows.
Knowing that a FRMS should enhance aviation safety, what would be the number one factor, which could cause a
FRMS to fail? Moreover, is it possible that a FRMS could run out of control?
A FRMS requires an effective safety reporting system, where the workforce recognises the benefits in identifying risks
and is comfortable to do so because they know that the data they provide will be used by the operator for appropriate
purposes. The regulator must provide the necessary environment to allow this to occur without unnecessary
interference or punitive action. It takes some time to develop such reporting behaviour and it can be very quickly lost
if unexpected punitive action is taken or confidentiality is breached. The drying up of data is the death-knell for any
FRMS, so I think that would be the number one factor to cause a FRMS to fail.
An effective FRMS is self-limiting: Its safety assurance processes ensure that the hours being flown and worked
result in an acceptable level of safety. However, poor oversight may allow an FRMS to be inadequately implemented
or misused. So, an FRMS doesn’t run out of control, but the operator could and the regulator may let it. That’s why
competent oversight is so important for the success of FRMS.
In Europe there is a campaign insisting that EASA develop FTLs taking scientific data into account, this relates to
prescriptive limits, how then is scientific evidence ensured in a FRMS?
Actually, there is a fatigue management Standard (Editors Note: Annex 6, Part I, 4.10.1) that requires every State
to base all fatigue management regulations, both prescriptive FTL regulations and FRMS regulations, on scientific
principles and knowledge. Note that the Standard says “scientific principles” not “data”. The scientific principles relate
to the need for people to have enough good quality sleep to maintain performance. Additionally, circadian influences,
which change the ability to get restorative sleep across the day, and the impact of workload on fatigue, must be
addressed. By their nature, FTL regulations have to fit a broad cross-section of operational contexts and are simply
lines in the sand that in general would allow for adequate sleep and recovery based on studies done across a variety
of clinical and operational settings. FRMS requires that fatigue, regardless of the cause, is measured e.g. through
actigraphy, sleep diaries, fatigue reports, safety reports, managed e.g. through mitigation strategies and adjustment of
schedules and continuously monitored for effectiveness e.g. through the analysis of safety performance indicators.
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What is your general response to critics of FRMS?
Some caution is healthy. Even though I’m a passionate supporter of the FRMS approach, I recognise that we need
to gain some confidence and experience in its implementation and oversight. But for hard-nosed critics: Don’t try it.
It’s not mandatory. There will be plenty who want to give it a go. Give FRMS - as ICAO has described it - time to gain
traction and for industry to learn through implementation and have some successes. Then re-assess. The proof will be
in the pudding.
Could a bio-mathematical model such as SAFE be seen as an FRMS on it’s own?
No bio-mathematical model on its own constitutes a FRMS. A FRMS is much more than simply using some “optimiserlike” software on schedules. Models when used appropriately are a very useful, but not obligatory, part of an FRMS.
Every model makes different assumptions about how various aspects of pilots’ and cabin crews’ rosters - including time
available to sleep and circadian influences - affects the amount and quality of sleep they get, but no model takes into
consideration operational aspects or individual differences. Plus, the assumptions made by each model may not fit
every specific operational context to which they are being applied. They cannot tell if a pilot will be fatigued at the end
of a schedule, only whether a particular roster allows enough time for recovery based on the particular assumptions
the model uses. Therefore, models cannot be used as a sole determiner of “go/no go” decisions. At this stage, they
are one of many tools designed to help identify where fatigue-related risk might exist in a particular pairing or roster.
So, in short: No, a bio-mathematical model is not an FRMS on its own.
We would like to thank Michelle for answering our questions.
Michelle Millar holds a PhD and is the Technical Officer Human Performance at ICAO.
She manages a variety of programmes related to Human Performance Risk Management
including Fatigue Management, Loss of Control Inflight, and until very recently, Runway
Safety. She has a scientific background in sleep, fatigue and performance in operational
settings, in particular the aviation and health industries. She has held positions as
a Research Fellow and university lecturer in human factors and has consulted to
regulatory authorities and industries. Michelle is an Australian, but currently lives in
Montreal with her partner and two children.

Do YOU have an idea for a story?

Have YOU got a question you want answered?
Do YOU have a letter for the editor?

WE want YOUR feedback.
Email editor@nzalpa.org.nz
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